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Abstract: The contribution of so-called detour transitions to the internal bremsstrahlung accom- 
panying nuclear beta decay is calculated. These are transitions in which the nucleus rather than 
the electrons radiates the photon. It is shown that such contributions will in general be impor- 
tant for forbidden beta decays. For the unique first-forbidden case, the photon spectrum, 
angular correlation and polarization are calculated explicitly. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, there have been a number of improved measurements of the spectrum 
and angular correlation of internal bremsstrahlung accompanying nuclear beta de- 
cay ’ -“). The consensus is that, at least for the forbidden transitions, there is a con- 
siderable discrepancy between the experimental results and the predictions of the 
Knipp-Uhlenbeck-Bloch theory of internal bremsstrahlung 4* ‘). In general, the ob- 
served spectrum is higher than the predicted spectrum, the disparity being greater the 
higher the photon energy. Inclusion of Coulomb effects in the theoretical calculations 
reduces the disagreement, but still leaves a large discrepancy 6S ‘). 

In this paper, we consider the effect of so-called “detour transitions” on the spec- 
trum, angular correlation, and polarization of inner bremsstrahlung *-lo). In the 
language of perturbation theory, detour transitions are those in which the parent 
nucleus first emits the photon and goes into a virtual intermediate excited state from 
which it subsequently beta decays to the final state or vice versa. These detour tran- 
sitions are to be contrasted with the “direct transitions” of the Knipp-Uhlenbeck- 
Bloch theory in which the photon is emitted by the outgoing electron. 

One might think that since the radiation efficiency of a particle is approximately 
inversely proportional to its mass, the intensity of the radiation from the detour tran- 
sition would be smaller than that from the direct transition by a factor of the order 
of the square of the electron-nucleon mass ratio. This is indeed the case for an al- 
lowed beta transition, where the radiation from detour transitions is negligible; but 
for forbidden transitions, the situation is somewhat different. If the direct transition 
is forbidden, the beta decay in the detour transition can be allowed and, since the 
ratios of beta-transition matrix elements in the various orders of forbiddenness are 
roughly proportional to the nucleon mass, the detour transition might be expected 
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to compete favorably with the direct decay. Indeed, we shall see that under certain 

reasonable approximations, exactly the same nuclear matrix elements occur in the 

direct and detour transition rates for forbidden beta decay. Another effect enhancing 

the importance of detour transitions stems from the fact that the spectrum of inner 

bremsstrahlung from the direct transition is of the “l/k” type, with most of the radia- 

tion at low frequencies (familiar in the case of ordinary external bremsstrahlung). 

The radiation from the detour transition, on the other hand, will be nuclear multipole 

radiation with most of the radiation at high frequencies. Thus, although the tofu1 in- 

tensity of radiation from the detour transitions may be small compared with that from 

the direct transition, the high frequency portion of the spectrum can be dominated 

by the detour transitions. 

2. The transition rates 

For simplicity we shall calculate the effect of the detour transitions only for the 

unique first-forbidden beta decay (LIJ = 2, yes). We shall later make some remarks 

upon the effect in other decays. Consider, then, a transition in which the parent nu- 

cleus is in a (nuclear) state a which beta decays to the daughter in a state c. Since this 

direct transition is unique first forbidden, the states a and c must have opposite parity 
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Fig. 1. Direct and detour Transitions. 

and have total angular momentum differing by two units. Accompanying this direct 

decay there will be the usual inner bremsstrahlung emitted by the electron. Coherent 

with this direct transition will be the detour transition in which the nucleus first beta 

decays to a virtual excited state b in the daughter nucleus and then emits a photon in 

an electromagnetic transition from the state b to the final state c in the daughter nu- 

cleus. Of course, there can also be the reverse-order process in which the nucleus first 

emits a photon and then beta-decays (see fig. 1). In the detour transitions, there is no 

restriction on the energy of the excited nuclear states since we must conserve energy 

only in the overall transition a -+ c. However, if we assume the detour beta decay is 

allowed (d J = 1, no) and the electromagnetic transition electric-dipole (d J = 1, yes), 

then the spin and parity of the excited state are fixed by the requirement that the over- 

all transition be unique first forbidden (dJ = 2, yes). Other combinations of forbid- 

denness in the detour beta decay, e.g. first forbidden (d J = 1, yes) and magnetic 

dipole (dJ = 1, no), will clearly give a much smaller contribution to the decay rate 

and may be neglected. 
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In our calculations, we shall use a formalism similar to that used in the original 
paper of Knipp and Uhlenbeck “); see also the paper on Coulomb corrections by 
Lewis and Ford ll). Consider first the ordinary direct beta decay, i.e. the transition 
without inner bremsstrahlung. The matrix element for this transition is 

(f lH,li) = 2-+igAu+(p)N - 6(1 +y&(q), (2.1) 

where u(p) and u(q) are the plane wave amplitudes for the electron and neutrino, 
respectively, and the Gamow-Teller coupling constant gl = 1.67x 10e4’ erg - cm3 
(the Fermi coupling does not contribute to the unique first-forbidden transition). 
Also in this expression, 

NI = Bij(Pj+4j), (2.2) 

where Bij is the nuclear matrix element for the unique forbidden decay. It has the 
form 

Bij = (~1 5 ((aiXj+ cjxi-3a' rbij)r+}nlu), (2.3) 
?I=1 

where the operators within the braces are the spin, coordinate and isospin of the nth 
nucleon and the states la) and [c) the initial and final nudeon states, respectively. 

The total beta transition rate is 

rp = 27~ F l(fI~~li)12~(Ei-E~)~ (24 

where the sum is over all final states of the electron and neutrino. Inserting eq. (2. l), 
we can write 

rfl=$/ s dp dq6(W+q-W,)ut(p)N.a(l+y,)u(q) 

x t&)(1 +Y&v* . CU(P), (2.5) 

where the integrals represent integration over the momenta and summation over the 
spins of the electron and neutrino and W, is the difference in energy between the initial 
and final nuclear states. The sum over spins in this expression can be performed using 
the projection operators 

(2.6) 

where X(p) = a . p+mp is the Dirac Hamiltonian. We find 

da,[N.N*(qW-q.p)+N.qN*.p+N.pN*.ql, 

(2.7) 
in which q = W,, - W. 
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The integrals over the directions of the electron and neutrino are straightforward, 
remembering that p and q occur in N through eq. (2.2) and we obtain the well-known 
result 

rp = g2R2Br,B; Iv0 s 24x3 m 
dW Wpq2(p2 + q2). (2.8) 

We now calculate the matrix element for the emission of inner bremsstrahlung in 
the direct transition, which is of the form 

Here the electromagnetic matrix element for the emission of the photon by the elec- 
tron is 

(flHjl j) = ff)*Ut(@* l aU(Pl)y (2.10) 

where e” is the photon polarization vector, and the momentum of the intermediate 
electron is 

Pl = p+k, (2.11) 

with k the momentum of the outgoing photon. The beta-decay matrix element is 

(A&Ii) = 2%~u+(pI)L - @(I + y&(q), (2.12) 
where 

Li = Bij(Plj+qj), (2.13) 

with Bij the nuclear matrix element eq. (2.3). The energy denominator in eq. (2.9) 
can be written 

(Ei-Ej)-’ = [We-A?(p~)]-l 

(2.14) 

where We = W, -4, and Z(pI) = dc - pi + j?m is the Dirac Hamiltonian for the 
intermediate state electron. Summing over intermediate states we get 

(Mfi)dir (2.15) 

We now consider the detour transitions for which the matrix element is of the form 

CMfi)det = C cf IH7b)(_dH& + C cf lH~lj)(jlHyli) (2.16), 
.i Ei-Ej i Ei-Ej ’ 

Here the first expression on the right-hand side will correspond to the detour transi- 
tion in which the nucleus first beta-decays and then radiates the photon; the second 
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term corresponds to the processes in reverse order. As we have argued above, if the 
direct transition is unique first forbidden, the detour beta decay must involve an al- 
lowed transition with AJ = 1. This is the selection rule for the so-called unique al- 
lowed transition to which only the Gamow-Teller coupling contributes. The matrix 
element for the beta transition in the first term of eq. (2.16) is 

The matrix element for the beta transition in the second term of eq. (2.16) is the same 
except that in the nuclear matrix element, the states b and a are replaced by the states 
c and b’, respectively. The electromagnetic matrix element in the first term of eq. (2.16) 
is 

(f IH,I j) = - (F)*(cIni, (i. * a ‘$1 lb), 
n 

(2.18) 

while that in the second term is the same except for the replacement of states c and b 
by states b’ and a. Inserting these results and the energy denominators in eq. (2.16), 
we can write 

where 

with 

(Mri)det = figs ~ *u’(p)gf ’ U(1 +y~)U(q), 
0 

K; = B;&, 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

B;, = c 
<~I~$~{-ir,(l +~,)}.lb)<bl~~~{air+}~lu) 

b E,--E,-q- W 

<Cl 2 ~~,~+LAb’><b’l ; { - izk(l +Td),b) 

+; 

m=l “=I 

E,-E,.-k 
(2.21) 

Since the direct and detour transitions are coherent, the total matrix element for 
the emission of an inner bremsstrahlung photon is 

Mrr = (M~,)d’r+(MrJdcl 

The transition rate is 

= ~~SdnSdpSdql~~,l*~(W~- w-k-d (2.23) 
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where the integrals represent integrals over the momenta and summation over the 
spins of the electron, neutrino and photon. Inserting eq. (2.22) and performing the 
sum over spins as in the above discussion of r,, we can write 

where q = W,, - W-k, and where 

. (2.25) 

The result of forming the indicated trace is a rather lengthy expression. It becomes 
more manageable, however, if we average over directions of the neutrino and over 
nuclear orientations. Denoting this average with a bar, we can write 

T = 3B,jB~ 

pf+q2 
W( w,’ - wf)” 

(W(W,‘+W,2)-2W,(A~pL’p~+m2) 

+3 Rl (BOB;} ’ W(w~_W2){(WC+W-fk)(p2-~.P)2-W~.p~+kp.p~ 
1 

-&k[t.(p2-I;.p2)-W~.p1+$.p$op1])+3B~jB~~ l--f- %.p , 
2w 

(2.26) 

where E = + 1 for right and left circularly polarized photons, respectively. 
Before we proceed further with the discussion of these results, we consider the 

nuclear matrix elements of the detour transition. 

3. The nuclear matrix elements for the detour transition 

The detour nuclear matrix elements given by eq. (2.21) can with certain assump- 
tions be shown to be identical with the direct matrix elements given by eq. (2.3). The 
first point is that the Dirac matrix operator occurring in the electromagnetic matrix 
elements is the velocity operator for the nth nucleon and may therefore be expressed 
in terms of the commutator 

-+r>” = [I% {r>J. (3.1) 

Here H is the nuclear Hamiltonian and {r>, the coordinate operator for the nth nu- 
cleon. But the nuclear Hamiltonian commutes with {zZ}. because of the charge in- 
dependence of the nuclear forces, and the states la), lb> etc. occurring in eq. (2.21) 
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are eigenstates of H with energies E,, Eb, etc. Hence, we obtain 

<~l~~~{--i.(I +r&b> = <cl[H,“~~ir~I~~.)~.lb) 

= 6% - E,)(4iJ Ml + GnlQ (3.2) 

and similarly for the corresponding matrix element in the second terms of eq. (2.21). 
Inserting these expressions in eq. (2.21), we have 

Bik = F Ccl i {Xk(1+T3)}nlb> EEbiEck Cbl k {ajz+>mla> 
n=1 b- c- m=l 

The next point stems from the remark that the states lb) and lb’) are states connect- 
ed with the daughter or parent nuclear ground state by electric dipole selection rules 
(A J = 1, yes). Such levels for most nuclei lie rather high in energy. It therefore is a 
reasonable approximation to assume that 

k<E,-E,, k<<E,.--E,, (3.4) 

and replace the ratios (EC-E,)/(E,- Eb+k) and (E,- E,.)/(E,,- E,, -k) in eq. (3.3) 
by unity. Using this approximation and the completeness of the intermediate states, 
expression (3.3) becomes 

In this commutator, only the isospin operators fail to commute, and for these we have 
the rule 

I.&L > mnl = 2Lnb+L * (3.6) 

Hence, we have 

B$k = 2<cl t {xkajz+>nla>- (3.7) 
n=l 

The identity of expression (3.7) with expression (2.3) for the direct matrix element 
follows if we note that since the states la) and Ic) satisfy the unique first-forbidden 
selection rules (A J = 2, yes), only the symmetric traceless part of the operator in 
eq. (3.7) contributes to the matrix element. 

We should stress that previous discussions of the effect of detour transitions have 
assumed that the only important contributions are from low-lying levels for which 
the energy denominators become small 8,10). Nuclei for which this is the case are 
rare, but here we see that one can expect significant effects in all nuclei. Of course, 
if there is a low-lying level, one must correct for the error made in replacing the energy 
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ratios in eq. (3.3) by unity. The largest effect would occur if there were a state b” in the 
daughter nucleus with an energy E; slightly higher than E,-m. (For a lower energy, 
a regular allowed beta decay to b would occur.) We would then write 

and get 

EC-E, 
= 1+ 

k 

E;-EC-k E;;-EC-k ’ 
(3.8) 

w 
It=1 

Such a correction might be important in some cases. 
Finally, we would remark that the argument leading to the result given in eq. (3.3) 

is based upon a rather naive nuclear model namely that of a collection of A Dirac 
nucleons interacting through a charge-independent scalar potential. Although one 
can argue that the result is more general than the model, we believe that the identity 
of the direct and detour nuclear matrix elements is only strongly indicated. 

4. Coulomb corrections 

For the direct decay, it was shown by Lewis and Ford that the effect of the Coulomb 
interaction to first order in aZ is to multiply the matrix elements by a factor of 1 + 
(ncrZW/2p). One can easily extend their argument to show that the same factor 
multiplies the detour matrix elements as well. The result therefore is that expression 
(2.7) for the beta-decay rate becomes 

r 

B 
= g2A2BrsB: w0 1 

24n3 m 
dWWp(Wo-W)2[p2+(W,-W)2] (l+naZ$). (4.1) 

Inserting the same factor in eq. (2.23) and using eq. (2.29, we get 

r 
+ W(W,“--W,2) 

[(2W++k)(p2-13. p2)-Wk .pl+kp*p, 

+q 1-&k.p 
[ II 

, (4.2) 

where q = W,, - W-k and dQ is the solid angle of the photon with respect to the 
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electron. In expression (4.2), we have introduced 

r = Rl {~:~:,}P,,~,*,, (4.3) 

tl = B:,B::/B,,B:,. (4.4) 

If, as the discussion of sect. 3 implies, the nuclear matrix elements are the same for 

direct and detour transitions, then r = q = I. 

5. The spectrum, angular correlation and polarization 

From eq. (4.2) after summing over photon polarizations, we identify the differen- 

tial rate in photon energy, electron energy and the angle between electron and photon. 

Dividing by eq. (4.1) and multiplying by the photcn wave number, we obtain the 

following expression for the number of emissions per beta-decay differential in photon 

wave number, electron energy and the solid angle of the photon with respect to the 

electron: 

k dry 

r, dkdWdC? 

x 
p:sC 
4(W-I; * p)’ 

[W(W,‘+ Wr7-2W,(f;. p/i * p,+d)] 

where q = W,-k- Wand 

s WO 

N(W,) = 2 
m 

dW(W,,- W)*Wp[p*+(W,,- W)‘] (l+naZ ;). (5.2) 

Integrating eq. (5.1) over solid angles and electron energy, we obtain the following 

expression for the photon intensity per beta-decay differential in photon wave number 

2% k dry _ 
l-, dk 

- IN [F,(k, We)+V,(k, Wo)+rlF,(k, Wdl, (5.3) 

where 

F,(k, We) =/mwo-kdWq2 (I+rrilZ ;){[(W:+W’)(W:-m2+q2)+2m2kWe, 

x log y -2[W.(W:-m’+q’)+k(W:-WWe+W2)]p), (5.4) 

F,(k, Wo) = -k /mwo-kdWq2 (l+noz$)(mi(ZW+~k)log F 

-(2W*+$kW-k*)p , (5.5) 
1 
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F,(k, Wo) = 2k2 /;“-kcw,2 (1 +xarZ !) wp. 

Similarly, we obtain the following expression for the photon polarization as a func- 

tion of wave number: 

where 

(5.7) 

F,(k, Wc,) = k/~“-kdWq2 ( l+naZ - ;)( [(2W+k)(p2+q2+2kW+k*)+2m2k] 

xlog- w+p -2[p2+q2+3kW+2k2]p , (5.8) 

F,(k, WO) = -+k2 /~“-kdWq2 (1 +mZ ;irn2 log y +(2k- w)p, . (5.9) 

These integrals are all expressed in terms of elementary functions in the appendix. 

6. Applications and comments 

To illustrate the magnitude of the effect of the detour transitions, we have calculated 

the spectrum and polarization for the decay of “Y (IV,, = 5.42 M). In fig. 2, the spec- 

trum is plotted for the case where the parameters t = q = 1; for comparison the 

spectrum for the direct transition alone (r = q = 0) is also shown. The polarization 

is plotted in fig. 3 in the same manner. The correction to the spectrum is significant 

but not spectacular, the largest effects are found near the middle of the spectrum 

where the detour transitions increase the intensity by about 25 %. The effect of the 

detour transitions on the polarization is more striking but may be more difficult to 

observe. 

We conclude with two comments. 

(i) We have taken into account only the first-order Coulomb corrections, which 

for a nucleus like 9oY (Z = 40 in daughter 9oZ) are not small. We do not know how 

to calculate correctly the higher-order corrections. Following the suggestion of Lewis 

and Ford 11), one can attempt to take these higher-order corrections into account 

by replacing the factor 1 +nzZ W/p by the Fermi function F(Z, W). As shown by 

Lewis and Ford, this does not alter the first-order results significantly. 
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(ii) We have calculated the effect of detour transitions only for unique first-for- 
bidden beta decays. For allowed transitions (A.! = 0, I, no), the detour transition 
must invotve a ~mbination of either a first-forbidden beta transition with electric 
dipole nuclear radiation or an allowed beta transition with magnetic dipole or elec- 
tric quadrupole nuclear radiation. In either case, after performing the sums over all 
intermediate nuclear states, the nuclear matrix elements for the detour transition are 
of second-forbidden type and hence are entirely negligible. In the case of first-for- 
bidden transitions other than unique, it should be clear that the discussion is valid 
just as in the case of the unique first-forbidden transition. The only dif%culty is the 

IO: 
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08 
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Fig. 2. The spectrum of inner bremsstrahlung Fig. 3. The negative of the polarization of inner 
for ‘*Y. The photon energy is in units of elec- bremsstrahlung as function of photon energy for 

tron rest energy. ‘*Y. The photon energy is in units of electron 
rest energy. 

practical one that more than one nuclear matrix element appears, and these can be 
determined with only limited accuracy from the spectrum of the beta decay. Hence 
there are in effect additional parameters in the matrix elements for inner brems- 
strahlung which make it difficult to identify experimentally the effects of the detour 
transitions. Of course if there is sufficient interest, the calculations can be performed 
for such cases as well as for second-forbidden decays. 

Finally, we wish to acknowledge helpful conversations with K. T. Hecht, R. R. 
Lewis, Jr. and G. Parzen. 

Appendix 

The integrals occurring in sect. 5 are all elementary; we quote in this appendix the 
results of their evaluation. The first of these integrals may be expressed in terms of the 
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integrals f,(X, W,,) and 1,(x, W,,) of Lewis and Ford ‘I). We find 

F,(k, W,) = m’ (IJ(x,z) +naZ14(,,~)], 

FJk, W,) = m’y{y*[(fx*+&) log(x+s)-(&x’+#xSl 

+y[-(fx*+;)x log(x+s)+(&x4+~X2+~)S] 

+[-(&x4-4x2 --A) 10g(x+s)+(~X”+~~X*-~)XS]} 

+m’naZy{-y2[&x4-+x*+$x-$] 

+ y[-x log2 (x + s) +x2 + 1)s log (x + S) 

+&jx5+~x3-2x2+3x-++] 

+[-(*x’++) log2 (x+s)-(&x2-+$)xs log (x+s) 

-&X6++$X4+X*+*X-~]}, 

Fs(k, W,) = m’y*[$x log (x+S)+(&X4-&x2-&)S] 

+m77raZy2[~x5-*x*+x-+], 

F,(k, W,) = m7y{y3[(~x2+f)x log(x+s)-(fix*+$)sl 

+y2[(~x4+x2+~)log(x+s)-(Ex2+++)xs] 

+y[(~X”+~x2+~)xlog(x+S)-(~x4+~X2+&$)SJ 

+[(&x6++x4- &x2-&) log(x+s)-($&x4+&~~X2- *)xS]} 

+m7naZy{y3[-)x log* (x+S)+($X*+3)S log (x+S)-+&x3+x2-2x+$] 

+y’[(x’+$) log2 (x+s)+(3x2 -Y)xs log(x+s)-$+x4+~x2-~x+2] 

+y[-(x2+7)x log2 (x+s)+(~x4+~x2+++)slog(x+S) 

_~x’+x’_~x”+~x2_-x+~] 

+[(+x’+~x’-t-4) log2 (x+s)+(&x4-#x2--%)xs log (x+s) 

-&x6+ L$I$x4_!$xS+z$!x2-#Lx++&]), 

F,(k, W,,) = m’y*{y[&*+i) bg(x+s)-(&x*+E)xsl 

+[-(&c’++)x 10g(x+s)+(~x”+~x’+&)S]} 

+m7naZy2(y[+x4+fx2-3x+$] 

+[)x log2 (x+s)-(&x2+$)s log (x+s) 

+&xS+++x3-3x2+;x-$+]}. 

In these expressions 

W,-k 
x=-, y ;, s=(x2--1)*. =-- 

m 
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